
 

BioTrust Nutrition 

Founded in 2012 by Josh Bezoni and Joel Marion, BioTrust Nutrition is the premium, natural nutrition 

brand committed to excellence, integrity, and giving back. 

The BioTrust Difference: 

Our products are made with high quality, scientifically-backed, natural ingredients free from 

artificial sweeteners, colors and preservatives. 

Manufactured under strict GMP guidelines, all BioTrust products are also tested by independent 

third party labs to ensure purity and potency.  

Our Company Mission: 

It's BioTrust's mission each year to empower millions of individuals worldwide to improve their 

nutrition, reduce body fat levels, increase performance, and positively transform their health by 

way of our informative newsletters and articles, inspiring community staffed with expert 

coaches, and our line of premium, scientifically-backed supplements made with natural 

ingredients. 

Trademarks and Copyrights 

BioTrust Nutrition is the sole owner of all BioTrust Sites, and the content therein. Biotrust 

intellectual property includes numerous registered trademarks and common law rights. 

Proprietary information including text, images, video, graphics and sound within BioTrust sites, 

as well as BioTrust newsletters and marketing material, are protected under the United States 

copyright laws. Any use of text, images or videos belonging to BioTrust shall be considered a 

violation of intellectual property rights, and BioTrust will aggressively protect those rights.  

How can I be certain I am buying genuine BioTrust Nutrition products? 

BioTrust sells its products using only a few methods; this assists in its anti-counterfeiting efforts: 

(1) Direct sales to consumers through BioTrust’s sites; such as www.biotrust.com, and video 

sales sites that are BioTrust’s intellectual property. 

(2) Dedicated online storefronts, such as the Official BioTrust Nutrition storefront at 

Amazon.com; and 



(3) BioTrust Nutrition’s customer service center 1 (800) 766-5086. 

Buyer Beware! 

Unfortunately some “BioTrust” items found online may not be authentic. It is illegal to sell 

counterfeit products and BioTrust Nutrition, LLC will not authenticate any item purchased from 

a party other than BioTrust or its authorized distributors and will make no representations as to 

its authenticity. The only way to guarantee authenticity is to purchase your BioTrust products 

from BioTrust itself or the Official BioTrust Nutrition Amazon storefront. 

 


